
Consulting & Compliance Support

BIS (Bureau of Indian Standards) certification is
the process that manifests the quality of the
product of a brand, and manufacturer. It ensures
that a product is safe and credible for the
customer as it has cleared the BIS standards.

The BIS certification scheme for chemicals is
voluntary, however, for some chemicals it is
mandatory to obtain a BIS certificate. It has been
done to ensure the safety of the final consumer
and environment, including protection from
deceptive production practices and to improve
consumer security. 

Yet, if manufacturers fail to obtain the BIS
certification for the mandatory chemicals, they
have to face debarment for 2 years, a fine, not less
than Rs 2 lakh, or both.

Check whether a product falls under the
purview of BIS or not. 
Analyze product requirements to provide
clear guidelines.
Provide you complete assistance in
documentation and examination.
Conduct on-site inspection if required by Indian
manufacturers.
Conduct a virtual pre-audit to ensure
conformance with standards in case of FMCS.
Schedule meeting with BIS officials to conduct
factory inspection.

JR Compliance with the experience of over 8+
years emphasizes a customer centric
approach to complete certification
requirements. To achieve this, we conduct a
product analysis to understand the functions
and components of a product, including
conducting pre-audits. This helps us provide
proper guidelines to meet the established
standards, including providing the certificate
quickly. 

Help you in establishing an in-house test
facility.
Coordinate with the laboratory for product
testing.
Assistance custom clearance of product.

BIS grants certification to Indian and Foreign
manufacturers, though the process of both are
quite similar. After duly submission of application,
factory inspection will be conducted for the
assessment of infrastructure, production process,
quality control, and more. 

While during factory inspection, sample products
will be withdrawn for testing in a third party
laboratory. In case of an Indian manufacturer, a
license will be issued with factory inspection and
product test report signifying that safety
standards have been met.

However, in the case of foreign manufacturer,
prior to grant of license, an applicant will be
required to pay license fee and advance minimum
marking fee. Once the payment has been made,
an agreement and Indemnity bond will be signed
along with furnishing USD dollar 10,000
Performance Bank Guarantee right after
issuance of grant of license. At last, an FMCS
certificate will be issued.
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Under the guidance of
Bureau of Indian Standards,
we assist Indian and Foreign
Manufacturers to meet
product conformity
requirements under BIS Act,
2016. 
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